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COMPANY PROFILE

OUR COMPANY

Mecprego International, Inc. (MII) is a private Manpower Service Provider dedicatedly providing an end-to-end Manpower
Outsourcing and Placement services permitted and accredited to engage in the business thru the Philippine Overseas
Employment Administration (POEA) with License No.: POEA-026-LB-062317-R as well with the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) Registration No.: 200403549 of the Philippine Government.
Mecprego International, Inc. (MII) achieved the highest proficiency level of marksmanship in terms of recruitment of
various categories such as: Industrial workers- unskilled, semi-skilled, and skilled; Medical/Hospital workers; Professional
workers; Technical workers; and Administrative workers. Further, the most eminent features of MII as the opportunity
provider unfold flexibility, perseverance and optimism that ensure complementing satisfactions for both clients and
candidates.
Mecprego International, Inc. likewise constantly upholds and optimized manpower advocacy that promotes productivity
and cost efficient technique based on a tailor-made solutions.

VISION

The Mecprego International, Inc. (MII) is envision to be one of the key player in the manpower industry through a
modified recruitment formation and advance information process, a highly systematic acquisition of human resources,
and a sustainable maintenance and development of manpower outsourcing.

MISSION

- To develop a continuous network that binds and facilitates all functions in manpower pooling and deployment through
systematic job organizations and information method.
- To innovate benchmark of logistics in manpower acquisition in terms of transparency and accuracy.
- To maintain harmonious interactions with employers, suppliers, and partners for a cohesive business relationship.
- To appraise more services for a sustainable development on manpower resources and career advancement.

COMMITMENT

We adhere on one purpose that our commitment guarantees proficiency of each deployed professionals, skilled, and
semi-skilled worker and laborer to our employers abroad and assuredly convey MII's legacy on promptness, quality
service and professionalism.

http://www.mecprego.com
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